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Extinction Events
Emphasizing sustainability, balance, and the natural, green dominates our thinking about ecology like no
other color. What about the catastrophic, the disruptive, the inaccessible, and the excessive? What of the
ocean’s turbulence, the fecundity of excrement, the solitude of an iceberg, multihued contaminations?
Prismatic Ecology moves beyond the accustomed green readings of ecotheory and maps a colorful world
of ecological possibility. In a series of linked essays that span place, time, and discipline, Jeffrey Jerome
Cohen brings together writers who illustrate the vibrant worlds formed by colors. Organized by the
structure of a prism, each chapter explores the coming into existence of nonanthropocentric ecologies.
“Red” engages sites of animal violence, apocalyptic emergence, and activism; “Maroon” follows the
aurora borealis to the far North and beholds in its shimmering alternative modes of world composition;
“Chartreuse” is a meditation on postsustainability and possibility within sublime excess; “Grey” is the
color of the undead; “Ultraviolet” is a potentially lethal force that opens vistas beyond humanly known
nature. Featuring established and emerging scholars from varying disciplines, this volume presents a
collaborative imagining of what a more-than-green ecology offers. While highlighting critical
approaches not yet common within ecotheory, the contributions remain diverse and cover a range of
topics including materiality, the inhuman, and the agency of objects. By way of color, Cohen guides
readers through a reflection of an essentially complex and disordered universe and demonstrates the
spectrum as an unfinishable totality, always in excess of what a human perceives. Contributors: Stacy
Alaimo, U of Texas at Arlington; Levi R. Bryant, Collin College; Lowell Duckert, West Virginia U;
Graham Harman, American U in Cairo; Bernd Herzogenrath, Goethe U of Frankfurt; Serenella Iovino,
U of Turin, Italy; Eileen A. Joy; Robert McRuer, George Washington U; Tobias Menely, Miami U;
Steve Mentz, St. John’s U, New York City; Timothy Morton, Rice U; Vin Nardizzi, U of British
Columbia; Serpil Oppermann, Hacettepe U, Ankara; Margaret Ronda, Rutgers U; Will Stockton,
Clemson U; Allan Stoekl, Penn State U; Ben Woodard; Julian Yates, U of Delaware.

Looking Backward: 2000-1887
For John Freeman—literary critic, essayist, editor, poet, “one of the preeminent book people of our time”
(Dave Eggers)—it is the rare moment when words are not enough. But in the wake of the election of
2016, words felt useless, even indulgent. Action was the only reasonable response. He took to the streets
in protest, and the sense of community and collective conviction felt right. But the assaults continued—on
citizens’ rights and long-held compacts, on the core principles of our culture and civilization, and on our
language itself. Words seemed to be losing the meanings they once had and Freeman was compelled to
return to their defense. The result is his Dictionary of the Undoing. From A to Z, “Agitate” to “Zygote,”
Freeman assembled the words that felt most essential, most potent, and began to build a case for their
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renewed power and authority, each word building on the last. The message that emerged was not to
retreat behind books, but to emphatically engage in the public sphere, to redefine what it means to be a
literary citizen. With an afterword by Valeria Luiselli, Dictionary of the Undoing is a necessary,
resounding cri de coeur in defense of language, meaning, and our ability to imagine, describe, and build
a better world.

Whitewash
Environment and Society connects the core themes of environmental studies to the urgent issues and
debates of the twenty-first century. In an era marked by climate change, rapid urbanization, and resource
scarcity, environmental studies has emerged as a crucial arena of study. Assembling canonical and
contemporary texts, this volume presents a systematic survey of concepts and issues central to the
environment in society, such as: social mobilization on behalf of environmental objectives; the
relationships between human population, economic growth and stresses on the planet’s natural
resources; debates about the relative effects of collective and individual action; and unequal distribution
of the social costs of environmental degradation. Organized around key themes, with each section
featuring questions for debate and suggestions for further reading, the book introduces students to the
history of environmental studies, and demonstrates how the field’s interdisciplinary approach uniquely
engages the essential issues of the present.

The Birth of Energy
Contemporary life is founded on oil – a cheap, accessible, and rich source of energy that has shaped
cities and manufacturing economies at the same time that it has increased mobility, global trade, and
environmental devastation. Despite oil’s essential role, full recognition of its social and cultural
significance has only become a prominent feature of everyday debate and discussion in the early twentyfirst century. Presenting a multifaceted analysis of the cultural, social, and political claims and
assumptions that guide how we think and talk about oil, Petrocultures maps the complex and often
contradictory ways in which oil has influenced the public’s imagination around the world. This
collection of essays shows that oil’s vast network of social and historical narratives and the processes
that enable its extraction are what characterize its importance, and that its circulation through this
immense web of relations forms worldwide experiences and expectations. Contributors’ essays
investigate the discourses surrounding oil in contemporary culture while advancing and configuring new
ways to discuss the cultural ecosystem that it has created. A window into the social role of oil,
Petrocultures also contemplates what it would mean if human life were no longer deeply shaped by the
consumption of fossil fuels.

Into the White
How, long before the advent of computers and the internet, educators used technology to help students
become media-literate, future-ready, and world-minded citizens. Today, educators, technology leaders,
and policy makers promote the importance of “global,” “wired,” and “multimodal” learning; efforts to
teach young people to become engaged global citizens and skilled users of media often go hand in hand.
But the use of technology to bring students into closer contact with the outside world did not begin with
the first computer in a classroom. In this book, Katie Day Good traces the roots of the digital era's
“connected learning” and “global classrooms” to the first half of the twentieth century, when educators
adopted a range of media and materials—including lantern slides, bulletin boards, radios, and film
projectors—as what she terms “technologies of global citizenship.” Good describes how progressive
reformers in the early twentieth century made a case for deploying diverse media technologies in the
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classroom to promote cosmopolitanism and civic-minded learning. To “bring the world to the child,”
these reformers praised not only new mechanical media—including stereoscopes, photography, and
educational films—but also humbler forms of media, created by teachers and children, including
scrapbooks, peace pageants, and pen pal correspondence. The goal was a “mediated cosmopolitanism,”
teaching children to look outward onto a fast-changing world—and inward, at their own national
greatness. Good argues that the public school system became a fraught site of global media reception,
production, and exchange in American life, teaching children to engage with cultural differences while
reinforcing hegemonic ideas about race, citizenship, and US-world relations.

Emergent Ecologies
An award-winning sociologist reveals the unexpected link between overwork and inequality. Most
Americans work too long and too hard, while others lack consistency in their hours and schedules. Work
hours declined for a century through hard-fought labor-movement victories, but they've increased
significantly since the seventies. Worked Over traces the varied reasons why our lives became tethered
to a new rhythm of work, and describes how we might gain a greater say over our labor time -- and build
a more just society in the process. Popular discussions typically focus on overworked professionals. But
as Jamie K. McCallum demonstrates, from Amazon warehouses to Rust Belt factories to California's gig
economy, it's the hours of low-wage workers that are the most volatile and precarious -- and the most
subject to crises. What's needed is not individual solutions but collective struggle, and throughout
Worked Over McCallum recounts the inspiring stories of those battling today's capitalism to win back
control of their time.

Timescales
In recent years, the concept of “peak oil”—the moment when global oil production peaks and a train of
economic, social, and political catastrophes accompany its subsequent decline—has captured the
imagination of a surprisingly large number of Americans, ordinary citizens as well as scholars, and
created a quiet, yet intense underground movement. In Peak Oil, Matthew Schneider-Mayerson takes
readers deep inside the world of “peakists,” showing how their hopes and fears about the postcarbon
future led them to prepare for the social breakdown they foresee—all of which are fervently discussed and
debated via websites, online forums, videos, and novels. By exploring the worldview of peakists, and the
unexpected way that the fear of peak oil and climate change transformed many members of this leftleaning group into survivalists, Schneider-Mayerson builds a larger analysis of the rise of libertarianism,
the role of oil in modern life, the political impact of digital technologies, the racial and gender dynamics
of post-apocalyptic fantasies, and the social organization of environmental denial.

Wild Blue Media
In the 150 years since the birth of the petroleum industry oil has saturated our culture, fueling our cars
and wars, our economy and policies. But just as thoroughly, culture saturates oil. So what exactly is “oil
culture”? This book pursues an answer through petrocapitalism’s history in literature, film, fine art,
wartime propaganda, and museum displays. Investigating cultural discourses that have taken shape
around oil, these essays compose the first sustained attempt to understand how petroleum has suffused
the Western imagination. The contributors to this volume examine the oil culture nexus, beginning with
the whale oil culture it replaced and analyzing literature and films such as Giant, Sundown, Bernardo
Bertolucci’s La Via del Petrolio, and Ben Okri’s “What the Tapster Saw”; corporate art, museum
installations, and contemporary photography; and in apocalyptic visions of environmental disaster and
science fiction. By considering oil as both a natural resource and a trope, the authors show how oil’s
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dominance is part of culture rather than an economic or physical necessity. Oil Culture sees beyond oil
capitalism to alternative modes of energy production and consumption. Contributors: Georgiana Banita,
U of Bamberg; Frederick Buell, Queens College; Gerry Canavan, Marquette U; Melanie Doherty,
Wesleyan College; Sarah Frohardt-Lane, Ripon College, Matthew T. Huber, Syracuse U; Dolly
Jørgensen, Umeå U; Stephanie LeMenager, U of Oregon; Hanna Musiol, Northeastern U; Chad H.
Parker, U of Louisiana at Lafayette; Ruth Salvaggio, U of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Heidi Scott,
Florida International U; Imre Szeman, U of Alberta; Michael Watts, U of California, Berkeley; Jennifer
Wenzel, Columbia University; Sheena Wilson, U of Alberta; Rochelle Raineri Zuck, U of Minnesota
Duluth; Catherine Zuromskis, U of New Mexico.

Oil Culture
More than 100 hilarious and ridiculous things that you should never, ever do in real life. We all know
that we should never fight a tiger or become a mafia boss, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t funny and
fascinating to learn about. Forbidden Knowledge offers a collection of the most ridiculous things that
you should never attempt in real life—but will make you laugh none the less. You’ll learn everything
from how to take over a cult to swimming with piranhas to how to build an atomic bomb or escape from
prison. Forbidden Knowledge invites you to embrace the absurd with pranks that are sure to make you
laugh. With over 100 extremely bad ideas that you should never do, this entertaining and light-hearted
book makes each hilarious scenario so much fun to imagine.

Theory for the World to Come
As climate change and development pressures overwhelm the environment, our emotional relationships
with Earth are also in crisis. Pessimism and distress are overwhelming people the world over. In this
maelstrom of emotion, solastalgia, the homesickness you have when you are still at home, has become,
writes Glenn A. Albrecht, one of the defining emotions of the twenty-first century. Earth Emotions
examines our positive and negative Earth emotions. It explains the author's concept of solastalgia and
other well-known eco-emotions such as biophilia and topophilia. Albrecht introduces us to the many
new words needed to describe the full range of our emotional responses to the emergent state of the
world. We need this creation of a hopeful vocabulary of positive emotions, argues Albrecht, so that we
can extract ourselves out of environmental desolation and reignite our millennia-old biophilia—love of
life—for our home planet. To do so, he proposes a dramatic change from the current human-dominated
Anthropocene era to one that will be founded, materially, ethically, politically, and spiritually on the
revolution in thinking being delivered by contemporary symbiotic science. Albrecht names this period
the Symbiocene. With the current and coming generations, "Generation Symbiocene," Albrecht sees
reason for optimism. The battle between the forces of destruction and the forces of creation will be won
by Generation Symbiocene, and Earth Emotions presents an ethical and emotional odyssey for that
victory.

Transit to Scorpio
Dean Ornish, M.D. has directed revolutionary research proving, for the first time, that lifestyle changes
can often reverse-undo!-the progression of many of the most common and costly chronic diseases and
even begin reversing aging at a cellular level. In this landmark book, he and Anne Ornish present a
simple yet powerful new unifying theory explaining why these same lifestyle changes can reverse so
many different chronic diseases and how quickly these benefits occur. They describe what it is, why it
works, and how you can do it- Eat well- a whole foods, plant-based diet naturally low in fat and sugar
and high in flavor Move more- moderate exercise such as walking Stress less- including meditation and
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gentle yoga practices Love more- how love and intimacy transform loneliness into healing With seventy
recipes, easy-to-follow meal plans, tips for stocking your kitchen and eating out, recommended
exercises, stress-reduction advice, and inspiring patient stories, Undo Itempowers readers with new hope
and new choices.

An Ecotopian Lexicon
Nature and Culture in the Early Modern Atlantic reveals how Europeans and Native Americans devised
ways to understand the environment. Drawing on paintings, oral history, early printed books, and other
cultural artifacts, Peter C. Mancall argues that human understanding of nature played a central role in the
emergence of the modern world.

Veer Ecology
Botanical Drift explores the hermeneutics, historicization, semiotics, and symbiosis of plant
diversification, species cultivation, and environmental destructionpast and present, extant and
extinctaround the globe. Plant histories are explored as commodities, and as colonial and decolonial
devices by significant and diverse feminist, art-historical, and anthropological voicesfrom Germaine
Greer to Herman de vries. Curators Petra Lange-Berndt and Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll began their
research by staging a physical drift inside the Kew Royal Botanic Gardens, London, where invited
artists, curators, and historians shared performances, dance, readings, and interventions. In the final
publication, the Kew Gardens events are joined with historical writings, research, and photo essays that
attempt to reinvigorate the ancient role of the feminine force to discover our balance with nature.
Contributions by David edward Allen and Maria Buzhor, Rebecca Anderson, Bergit Arends and Sunoj
D, Connie Butler and Hazel Dowling, Caroline Cornish and Mark nesbitt, Alfred Dblin, natasha eaton,
Germaine Greer, Kim Berit Heppelmann, emma Waltraud Howes, Melanie Jackson, Alana Jelinek,
Philip Kerrigan, Kay evelina Lewis-Jones, Claire Loussouarn, Wietske Maas, natasha Myers, Matteo
Pasquinelli, Raqs Media Collective, and Herman de fries.

I Hope You're Listening
How the far North offered a different kind of terra incognita for the Renaissance imagination. European
narratives of the Atlantic New World tell stories of people and things: strange flora, wondrous animals,
sun-drenched populations for Europeans to mythologize or exploit. Yet, as Christopher Heuer explains,
between 1500 and 1700, one region upended all of these conventions in travel writing, science, and,
most unexpectedly, art: the Arctic. Icy, unpopulated, visually and temporally “abstract,” the far North—a
different kind of terra incognita for the Renaissance imagination—offered more than new stuff to be
mapped, plundered, or even seen. Neither a continent, an ocean, nor a meteorological circumstance, the
Arctic forced visitors from England, the Netherlands, Germany, and Italy, to grapple with what we
would now call a “non-site,” spurring dozens of previously unknown works, objects, and texts—and this
all in an intellectual and political milieu crackling with Reformation debates over art's very legitimacy.
In Into the White, Heuer uses five case studies to probe how the early modern Arctic (as site, myth, and
ecology) affected contemporary debates over perception and matter, representation, discovery, and the
time of the earth—long before the nineteenth century Romanticized the polar landscape. In the far North,
he argues, the Renaissance exotic became something far stranger than the marvelous or the curious,
something darkly material and impossible to be mastered, something beyond the idea of image itself.

Botanical Drift
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"Revelatory, terrifying, but, ultimately, hopeful." -Elizabeth Kolbert, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
THE SIXTH EXTINCTION From the author of Junkyard Planet, a journey into the surprising afterlives
of our former possessions. Downsizing. Decluttering. Discarding. Sooner or later, all of us are faced
with things we no longer need or want. But when we drop our old clothes and other items off at a local
donation center, where do they go? Sometimes across the country-or even halfway across the world-to
people and places who find value in what we leave behind. In Secondhand, journalist Adam Minter
takes us on an unexpected adventure into the often-hidden, multibillion-dollar industry of reuse: thrift
stores in the American Southwest to vintage shops in Tokyo, flea markets in Southeast Asia to usedgoods enterprises in Ghana, and more. Along the way, Minter meets the fascinating people who handleand profit from-our rising tide of discarded stuff, and asks a pressing question: In a world that craves
shiny and new, is there room for it all? Secondhand offers hopeful answers and hard truths. A history of
the stuff we've used and a contemplation of why we keep buying more, it also reveals the marketing
practices, design failures, and racial prejudices that push used items into landfills instead of new homes.
Secondhand shows us that it doesn't have to be this way, and what really needs to change to build a
sustainable future free of excess stuff.

Dictionary of the Undoing
Can social theories forge new paths into an uncertain future? The future has become increasingly
difficult to imagine. We might be able to predict a few events, but imagining how looming disasters will
coincide is simultaneously necessary and impossible. Drawing on speculative fiction and social theory,
Theory for the World to Come is the beginning of a conversation about theories that move beyond
nihilistic conceptions of the capitalism-caused Anthropocene and toward generative bodies of thought
that provoke creative ways of thinking about the world ahead. Matthew J. Wolf-Meyer draws on such
authors as Kim Stanley Robinson and Octavia Butler, and engages with afrofuturism, indigenous
speculative fiction, and films from the 1970s and ’80s to help think differently about the future and its
possibilities. Forerunners: Ideas First Short books of thought-in-process scholarship, where intense
analysis, questioning, and speculation take the lead

Bring the World to the Child
The words most commonly associated with the environmental movement—save, recycle, reuse, protect,
regulate, restore—describe what we can do to help the environment, but few suggest how we might
transform ourselves to better navigate the sudden turns of the late Anthropocene. Which words can help
us to veer conceptually along with drastic environmental flux? Jeffrey Jerome Cohen and Lowell
Duckert asked thirty brilliant thinkers to each propose one verb that stresses the forceful potential of
inquiry, weather, biomes, apprehensions, and desires to swerve and sheer. Each term is accompanied by
a concise essay contextualizing its meaning in times of resource depletion, environmental degradation,
and global climate change. Some verbs are closely tied to natural processes: compost, saturate, seep,
rain, shade, sediment, vegetate, environ. Many are vaguely unsettling: drown, unmoor, obsolesce, power
down, haunt. Others are enigmatic or counterintuitive: curl, globalize, commodify, ape, whirl. And while
several verbs pertain to human affect and action—love, represent, behold, wait, try, attune, play,
remember, decorate, tend, hope—a primary goal of Veer Ecology is to decenter the human. Indeed, each
of the essays speaks to a heightened sense of possibility, awakening our imaginations and inviting us to
think the world anew from radically different perspectives. A groundbreaking guide for the twenty-first
century, Veer Ecology foregrounds the risks and potentialities of living on—and with—an alarmingly
dynamic planet. Contributors: Stacy Alaimo, U of Texas at Arlington; Joseph Campana, Rice U; Holly
Dugan, George Washington U; Lara Farina, West Virginia U; Cheryll Glotfelty, U of Nevada, Reno;
Anne F. Harris, DePauw U; Tim Ingold, U of Aberdeen; Serenella Iovino, U of Turin; Stephanie
LeMenager, U of Oregon; Scott Maisano, U of Massachusetts, Boston; Tobias Menely, U of California,
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Davis; Steve Mentz, St. John’s U; J. Allan Mitchell, U of Victoria; Timothy Morton, Rice U; Vin
Nardizzi, U of British Columbia; Laura Ogden, Dartmouth College; Serpil Opperman, Hacettepe U,
Ankara; Daniel C. Remein, U of Massachusetts, Boston; Margaret Ronda, U of California, Davis;
Nicholas Royle, U of Sussex; Catriona Sandilands, York U; Christopher Schaberg, Loyola U; Rebecca
R. Scott, U of Missouri; Theresa Shewry, U of California, Santa Barbara; Mick Smith, Queen’s U; Jesse
Oak Taylor, U of Washington; Brian Thill, Golden West College; Coll Thrush, U of British Columbia,
Vancouver; Cord J. Whitaker, Wellesley College; Julian Yates, U of Delaware.

Earth Emotions
In an era of high-tech and climate extremes, we are drowning in information while starving for wisdom.
Enter Lo--TEK, a design movement building on indigenous philosophy and vernacular infrastructure to
generate sustainable, resilient, nature-based technology. With a foreword by anthropologist Wade Davis
and spanning 20 countries from Peru to

Don't Keep Your Day Job
In this collection of short stories, Liz Breazeale explores the connections between humans and the
natural world by examining the processes and history of our planet. A myriad of extinction events large
and small have ruptured the history of the earth, and so it is with the women of this book, who struggle
to define themselves amid their own personal cataclysms and those igniting the world around them.
They are a mother watching the islands of the world disappear one by one, a new bride using alien
abduction to get closer to her estranged parent, a daughter searching for her mother among the lost cities
of the world, a sister trying and failing to protect her mythical continent–obsessed brother. Here
extinction events come in all sizes and shapes: as volcanic eruptions and devastating plagues and meteor
impacts, as estrangements and betrayals and losses. Dark, angry, and apocalyptic, Extinction Events is a
compendium of all the ways in which life can be annihilated.

Secondhand
In Wild Blue Media, Melody Jue destabilizes terrestrial-based ways of knowing and reorients our
perception of the world by considering the ocean itself as a media environment—a place where the weight
and opacity of seawater transforms how information is created, stored, transmitted, and perceived. By
recentering media theory on and under the sea, Jue calls attention to the differences between perceptual
environments and how we think within and through them as embodied observers. In doing so, she
provides media studies with alternatives to familiar theoretical frameworks, thereby challenging scholars
to navigate unfamiliar oceanic conditions of orientation, materiality, and saturation. Jue not only
examines media about the ocean—science fiction narratives, documentary films, ocean data
visualizations, animal communication methods, and underwater art—but reexamines media through the
ocean, submerging media theory underwater to estrange it from terrestrial habits of perception while
reframing our understanding of mediation, objectivity, and metaphor.

Materialism and the Critique of Energy
Crows can be found almost everywhere that people are, from tropical islands to deserts and arctic
forests, from densely populated cities to suburbs and farms. Across these diverse landscapes, many
species of crow are doing well: their intelligent and adaptive ways of life have allowed them to thrive
amid human-driven transformations. Indeed, crows are frequently disliked for their success, seen as
pests, threats, and scavengers on the detritus of human life. But among the vast variety of crows, there
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are also critically endangered species that are barely hanging on to existence, some of them the subjects
of passionate conservation efforts. The Wake of Crows is an exploration of the entangled lives of
humans and crows. Focusing on five key sites, Thom van Dooren asks how we might live well with
crows in a changing world. He explores contemporary possibilities for shared life emerging in the
context of ongoing processes of globalization, colonization, urbanization, and climate change. Moving
among these diverse contexts, this book tells stories of extermination and extinction alongside fragile
efforts to better understand and make room for other species. Grounded in the careful work of paying
attention to particular crows and their people, The Wake of Crows is an effort to imagine and put into
practice a multispecies ethics. In so doing, van Dooren explores some of the possibilities that still exist
for living and dying well on this damaged planet.

I Must Not Think Bad Thoughts
In the sixteenth century, the Franciscan friar Bernardino de Sahagún and a team of indigenous
grammarians, scribes, and painters completed decades of work on an extraordinary encyclopedic project
titled General History of the Things of New Spain, known as the Florentine Codex (1575–1577). Now
housed in the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana in Florence and bound in three lavishly illustrated
volumes, the codex is a remarkable product of cultural exchange in the early Americas. In this edited
volume, experts from multiple disciplines analyze the manuscript’s bilingual texts and more than 2,000
painted images and offer fascinating, new insights on its twelve books. The contributors examine the
“three texts” of the codex—the original Nahuatl, its translation into Spanish, and its painted images.
Together, these constitute complementary, as well as conflicting, voices of an extended dialogue that
occurred in and around Mexico City. The volume chapters address a range of subjects, from Nahua
sacred beliefs, moral discourse, and natural history to the Florentine artists’ models and the
manuscript’s reception in Europe. The Florentine Codex ultimately yields new perspectives on the
Nahua world several decades after the fall of the Aztec empire.

Environment and Society
Hold Everything Dear
In an era of global warming, natural disasters, endangered species, and devastating pollution,
contemporary writing on the environment largely focuses on doomsday scenarios. Eben Kirksey
suggests we reject such apocalyptic thinking and instead find possibilities in the wreckage of ongoing
disasters, as symbiotic associations of opportunistic plants, animals, and microbes are flourishing in
unexpected places. Emergent Ecologies uses artwork and contemporary philosophy to illustrate hopeful
opportunities and reframe key problems in conservation biology such as invasive species, extinction,
environmental management, and reforestation. Following the flight of capital and nomadic forms of
life—through fragmented landscapes of Panama, Costa Rica, and the United States—Kirksey explores how
chance encounters, historical accidents, and parasitic invasions have shaped present and future
multispecies communities. New generations of thinkers and tinkerers are learning how to care for
emergent ecological assemblages—involving frogs, fungal pathogens, ants, monkeys, people, and
plants—by seeding them, nurturing them, protecting them, and ultimately letting go.

Undo It!
In The Birth of Energy Cara New Daggett traces the genealogy of contemporary notions of energy back
to the nineteenth-century science of thermodynamics to challenge the underlying logic that informs
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today's uses of energy. These early resource-based concepts of power first emerged during the Industrial
Revolution and were tightly bound to Western capitalist domination and the politics of industrialized
work. As Daggett shows, thermodynamics was deployed as an imperial science to govern fossil fuel use,
labor, and colonial expansion, in part through a hierarchical ordering of humans and nonhumans. By
systematically excavating the historical connection between energy and work, Daggett argues that only
by transforming the politics of work—most notably, the veneration of waged work—will we be able to
confront the Anthropocene's energy problem. Substituting one source of energy for another will not
ensure a habitable planet; rather, the concepts of energy and work themselves must be decoupled.

Cases in Medical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases
Rachel Carson Environment Book Award, First Place (2017) "Reads like a mystery novel as Gillam
skillfully uncovers Monsanto's secretive strategies."—Erin Brockovich "A damning pictureGillam
expertly covers a contentious front." —Publishers Weekly "A must-read." —Booklist "Hard-hitting, eyeopening narrative." —Kirkus In Whitewash, veteran journalist Carey Gillam uncovers one of the most
controversial stories in the history of food and agriculture. Gillam explores the global debate over the
safety of a herbicide so pervasive that it is found in our cereals, snacks, and even in our urine. Known as
Monsanto's Roundup by consumers and as glyphosate by scientists, the world's most popular weed killer
is sold as safe enough to drink, but Gillam's research shows that message has been carefully crafted to
conceal a host of dangers. Whitewash is more than an exposé about the hazards of one chemical. It's a
story of power, politics, and the deadly consequences of putting corporate interests ahead of public
safety.

Worked Over
The author explores the darkest corners of the American psyche--including the sexual fantasies of Star
Trek fans, the hidden agendas of IQ tests, the homoerotic subtext of professional football, the poetic
aspects of spam email and much more.

Peak Oil
Traces a tradition of ironic and irreverent environmentalism, asking us to rethink the movement’s
reputation for gloom and doom Activists today strive to educate the public about climate change, but
sociologists have found that the more we know about alarming issues, the less likely we are to act.
Meanwhile, environmentalists have acquired a reputation as gloom-and-doom killjoys. Bad
Environmentalism identifies contemporary texts that respond to these absurdities and ironies through
absurdity and irony—as well as camp, frivolity, irreverence, perversity, and playfulness. Nicole Seymour
develops the concept of “bad environmentalism”: cultural thought that employs dissident affects and
sensibilities to reflect critically on our current moment and on mainstream environmental activism. From
the television show Wildboyz to the short film series Green Porno, Seymour shows that this tradition of
thought is widespread—spanning animation, documentary, fiction film, performance art, poetry, prose
fiction, social media, and stand-up comedy since at least 1975. Seymour argues that these texts reject
self-righteousness and sentimentality, undercutting public negativity toward activism and questioning
basic environmentalist assumptions: that love and reverence are required for ethical relationships with
the nonhuman and that knowledge is key to addressing problems like climate change. Funny and
original, Bad Environmentalism champions the practice of alternative green politics. From drag
performance to Indigenous comedy, Seymour expands our understanding of how environmental art and
activism can be pleasurable, even in a time of undeniable crisis.
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The Wake of Crows
A multidisciplinary exploration of extinction and what comes next What comes after extinction?
Including both prominent and unusual voices in current debates around the Anthropocene, this collection
asks authors from diverse backgrounds to address this question. After Extinction looks at the future of
humans and nonhumans, exploring how the scale of risk posed by extinction has changed in light of the
accelerated networks of the twenty-first century. The collection considers extinction as a cultural,
artistic, and media event as well as a biological one. The authors treat extinction in relation to a variety
of topics, including disability, human exceptionalism, science-fiction understandings of time and
posthistory, photography, the contemporary ecological crisis, the California Condor, systemic racism,
Native American traditions, and capitalism. From discussions of the anticipated sixth extinction to the
status of writing, theory, and philosophy after extinction, the contributions of this volume are insightful
and innovative, timely and thought provoking. Contributors: Daryl Baldwin, Miami U; Claire
Colebrook, Pennsylvania State U; William E. Connolly, Johns Hopkins U; Ashley Dawson, CUNY
Graduate Center; Joseph Masco, U of Chicago; Nicholas Mirzoeff, New York U; Margaret Noodin, U of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee; Jussi Parikka, U of Southampton; Bernard C. Perley, U of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee; Cary Wolfe, Rice U; Joanna Zylinska, Goldsmiths, U of London.

Defining Social Acceptability in Ecosystem Management
From a Booker Prize-winning author and one of the most impassioned of writers of our time, this
powerful collection of essays offers a stark portrait of post-9/11 realities. John Berger occupies a unique
position in the international cultural landscape: artist, filmmaker, poet, philosopher, novelist, and
essayist, he is also a deeply thoughtful political activist. In Hold Everything Dear, his artistry and
activism meld in an attempt to make sense of the current state of our world. Berger analyzes the nature
of terrorism and the profound despair that gives rise to it. He writes about the homelessness of millions
who have been forced by poverty and war to live as refugees. He discusses Afghanistan, Iraq, Palestine,
Serbia, Bosnia, China, Indonesia-anyplace where people are deprived of the most basic of freedoms.
Berger powerfully acknowledges the depth of suffering around the world and suggests actions that might
finally help bring it to an end.

Petrocultures
Humanists, scientists, and artists collaborate to address the disjunctive temporalities of ecological crisis
In 2016, Antarctica’s Totten Glacier, formed some 34 million years ago, detached from its bedrock,
melted from the bottom by warming ocean waters. For the editors of Timescales, this event captures the
disjunctive temporalities of our era’s—the Anthropocene’s—ecological crises: the rapid and accelerating
degradation of our planet’s life-supporting environment established slowly over millennia. They
contend that, to represent and respond to these crises (i.e., climate change, rising sea levels, ocean
acidification, species extinction, and biodiversity loss) requires reframing time itself, making more
visible the relationship between past, present, and future, and between a human life span and the
planet’s. Timescales’ collection of lively and thought-provoking essays puts oceanographers,
geophysicists, geologists, and anthropologists into conversation with literary scholars, art historians, and
archaeologists. Together forging new intellectual spaces, they explore the relationship between
geological deep time and historical particularity, between ecological crises and cultural expression,
between environmental policy and social constructions, between restoration ecology and future
imaginaries, and between constructive pessimism and radical (and actionable) hope. Interspersed among
these essays are three complementary “etudes,” in which artists describe experimental works that
explore the various timescales of ecological crisis. Contributors: Jason Bell, Harvard Law School;
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Iemanjá Brown, College of Wooster; Beatriz Cortez, California State U, Northridge; Wai Chee Dimock,
Yale U; Jane E. Dmochowski, U of Pennsylvania; David A. D. Evans, Yale U; Kate Farquhar; Marcia
Ferguson, U of Pennsylvania; Ömür Harman?ah, U of Illinois at Chicago; Troy Herion; Mimi Lien;
Mary Mattingly; Paul Mitchell, U of Pennsylvania; Frank Pavia, California Institute of Technology; Dan
Rothenberg; Jennifer E. Telesca, Pratt Institute; Charles M. Tung, Seattle U.

The Dark Fantastic
In her small town, seventeen year-old Delia “Dee” Skinner is known as the girl who wasn’t taken. Ten
years ago, she witnessed the abduction of her best friend, Sibby. And though she told the police
everything she remembered, it wasn’t enough. Sibby was never seen again. At night, Dee deals with her
guilt by becoming someone else: the Seeker, the voice behind the popular true crime podcast Radio
Silent, which features missing persons cases and works with online sleuths to solve them. Nobody
knows Dee’s the Seeker, and she plans to keep it that way. When another little girl goes missing, and
the case is linked to Sibby’s disappearance, Dee has a chance to get answers, with the help of her virtual
detectives and the intriguing new girl at school. But how much is she willing to reveal about herself in
order to uncover the truth? Dee’s about to find out what’s really at stake in unraveling the mystery of
the little girls who vanished.

Bad Environmentalism
Looking Backward: 2000-1887 is a utopian science fiction novel by Edward Bellamy, a lawyer and
writer from Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts; it was first published in 1887. According to Erich Fromm,
Looking Backward is "one of the most remarkable books ever published in America".

Nature and Culture in the Early Modern Atlantic
Presents thirty novel terms that do not yet exist in English to envision ways of responding to the
environmental challenges of our generation As the scale and gravity of climate change becomes
undeniable, a cultural revolution must ultimately match progress in the realms of policy, infrastructure,
and technology. Proceeding from the notion that dominant Western cultures lack the terms and concepts
to describe or respond to our environmental crisis, An Ecotopian Lexicon is a collaborative volume of
short, engaging essays that offer ecologically productive terms—drawn from other languages, science
fiction, and subcultures of resistance—to envision and inspire responses and alternatives to fossil-fueled
neoliberal capitalism. Each of the thirty suggested “loanwords” helps us imagine how to adapt and even
flourish in the face of the socioecological adversity that characterizes the present moment and the future
that awaits. From “Apocalypso” to “Qi,” “ ~*~ “ to “Total Liberation,” thirty authors from a range of
disciplines and backgrounds assemble a grounded yet dizzying lexicon, expanding the limited European
and North American conceptual lexicon that many activists, educators, scholars, students, and citizens
have inherited. Fourteen artists from eleven countries respond to these chapters with original artwork
that illustrates the contours of the possible better worlds and worldviews. Contributors: Sofia Ahlberg,
Uppsala U; Randall Amster, Georgetown U; Cherice Bock, Antioch U; Charis Boke, Cornell U; Natasha
Bowdoin, Rice U; Kira Bre Clingen, Harvard U; Caledonia Curry (SWOON); Lori Damiano, Pacific
Northwest College of Art; Nicolás De Jesús; Jonathan Dyck; John Esposito, Chukyo U; Rebecca Evans,
Winston-Salem State U; Allison Ford, U of Oregon; Carolyn Fornoff, U of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign; Michelle Kuen Suet Fung; Andrew Hageman, Luther College; Michael Horka, George
Washington U; Yellena James; Andrew Alan Johnson, Princeton U; Jennifer Lee Johnson, Purdue U;
Melody Jue, U of California, Santa Barbara; Jenny Kendler; Daehyun Kim (Moonassi); Yifei Li, NYU
Shanghai; Nikki Lindt; Anthony Lioi, Juilliard School of New York; Maryanto; Janet Tamalik McGrath;
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Pierre-Héli Monot, Ludwig Maximilian U of Munich; Kari Marie Norgaard, U of Oregon; Karen
O’Brien, U of Oslo, Norway; Evelyn O’Malley, U of Exeter; Robert Savino Oventile, Pasadena City
College; Chris Pak; David N. Pellow, U of California, Santa Barbara; Andrew Pendakis, Brock U;
Kimberly Skye Richards, U of California, Berkeley; Ann Kristin Schorre, U of Oslo, Norway; Malcolm
Sen, U of Massachusetts Amherst; Kate Shaw; Sam Solnick, U of Liverpool; Rirkrit Tiravanija,
Columbia U; Miriam Tola, Northeastern U; Sheena Wilson, U of Alberta; Daniel Worden, Rochester
Institute of Technology.

Julia Watson. Lo--TEK. Design by Radical Indigenism
Materialism and the Critique of Energy brings together twenty-one theorists working in a range of
traditions to conceive of a twenty-first century materialism critical of the economic, political, cultural,
and environmental impacts of large-scale energy development on collective life. The book reconceives
of the inseparable histories of fossil fuels and capital in order to narrate the historical development of the
fossil regime, interpret its cultural formations, and develop politics suited to both resist and revolutionize
energy-hungry capitalism.

After Extinction
This compendium of papers was developed in response to the assumption that implementing an
ecological approach to forest management requires an understanding of socially acceptable forestry -what it is and the implications of doing it. Perspectives from a variety of social science disciplines are
presented which attempt to define social acceptability and examine the question from a public,
philosophical and ethical standpoint to determine whether the focus on social acceptability is an
appropriate and useful one. Charts and tables. Bibliography.

The Florentine Codex
Featured in the #1 spot in 2019 "Get Motivated" podcasts on Apple Podcasts • Nominated for a Webby
Award for Best Business Podcast "Heller pivots effortlessly from encouraging readers to accept
“miraculous changes,” find their bliss, and examine their authentic selves to practical tips for building
mass marketing email distribution lists and identifying web-based social media and teaching portals that
allow small-business owners to capture additional revenueboth approachable and incisive." —Booklist
From the creator of the #1 podcast "Don't Keep Your Day Job," an inspiring book about turning your
passion into profit The pursuit of happiness is all about finding our purpose. We don't want to just go to
work and build someone else’s dream, we want to do our life's work. But how do we find out what
we’re supposed to contribute? What are those key ingredients that push those who succeed to launch
their ideas high into the sky, while the rest of us remain stuck on the ground? Don’t Keep Your Day Job
will get you fired up, ready to rip it open and use your zone of genius to add a little more sparkle to this
world. Cathy Heller, host of the popular podcast Don’t Keep Your Day Job, shares wisdom, anecdotes,
and practical suggestions from successful creative entrepreneurs and experts, including actress Jenna
Fischer on rejection, Gretchen Rubin on the keys to happiness, Jen Sincero on having your best badass
life, and so much more. You’ll learn essential steps like how to build your side hustle, how to find your
tribe, how to reach for what you truly deserve, and how to ultimately turn your passion into profit and
build a life you love.

Eating Chilli Crab in the Anthropocene
Cases in Medical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases challenges students to develop a working
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knowledge of the variety of microorganisms that cause infections in humans. This valuable, interactive
text will help them better understand the clinical importance of the basic science concepts presented in
medical microbiology or infectious disease courses. The cases are presented as "unknowns" and
represent actual case presentations of patients the authors have encountered. Each case is accompanied
by several questions to test knowledge in four broad areas including the organism's characteristics and
laboratory diagnosis; pathogenesis and clinical characteristics of the infection; epidemiology; and
prevention and, in some cases, drug resistance and treatment. This new fourth edition includes: an
entirely new section, "Advanced Cases," which includes newly recognized disease agents as well as
highly complex cases where the interaction of the immune system and human pathogens can be more
closely examined a revised "Primer on the Laboratory Diagnosis of Infectious Diseases" section that
reflects the increasing importance of molecular-based assays Forty-two new cases that explore the
myriad advances in the study of infectious disease in the past decade Thirty-two updated cases that
reflect the current state of the art as it relates to the organism causing the infection This textbook also
include specific tools to assist students in solving the cases, including a table of normal values, glossary
of medical terms, and figures illustrating microscopic organism morphology, laboratory tests, and
clinical symptoms. Cases in Medical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases is a proven resource for
preparing for Part I of the National Board of Medical Examiners Exam and an excellent reference for
infectious disease rotations.

Prismatic Ecology
On the planet Kregen that circles Antares, the brightest star of the Constellation of the Scorpion, two
forces contend for the world's destiny. One of them, the Savanti, called in a human pawn from far-away
Earth. His name is Dray Prescot, and only the Savanti know his role. Dray Prescot confronts a fabulous
world -- barbaric, unmapped, peopled with both human and non-human races. But the Star Lords always
watch and check the Savanti's plans. And it soon turns out that Dray Prescot himself has to make a
decision that will change him from a mere pawn to a bolder piece on the planetary chessboard Dray
Prescot's saga has been aclaimed as the best planetary adventure series since Burroughs stopped writing
about Barsoom. Transit to Scorpio is the first book in the epic fifty-two book saga of Dray Prescot of
Earth and of Kregen by Kenneth Bulmer writing as Alan Burt Akers. The next book in the series is The
Suns of Scorpio.

Forbidden Knowledge
Reveals the diversity crisis in children's and young adult media as not only a lack of representation, but a
lack of imagination Stories provide portals into other worlds, both real and imagined. The promise of
escape draws people from all backgrounds to speculative fiction, but when people of color seek
passageways into the fantastic, the doors are often barred. This problem lies not only with children’s
publishing, but also with the television and film executives tasked with adapting these stories into a
visual world. When characters of color do appear, they are often marginalized or subjected to violence,
reinforcing for audiences that not all lives matter. The Dark Fantastic is an engaging and provocative
exploration of race in popular youth and young adult speculative fiction. Grounded in her experiences as
YA novelist, fanfiction writer, and scholar of education, Thomas considers four black girl protagonists
from some of the most popular stories of the early 21st century: Bonnie Bennett from the CW’s The
Vampire Diaries, Rue from Suzanne Collins’s The Hunger Games, Gwen from the BBC’s Merlin, and
Angelina Johnson from J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter. Analyzing their narratives and audience reactions
to them reveals how these characters mirror the violence against black and brown people in our own
world. In response, Thomas uncovers and builds upon a tradition of fantasy and radical imagination in
Black feminism and Afrofuturism to reveal new possibilities. Through fanfiction and other modes of
counter-storytelling, young people of color have reinvisioned fantastic worlds that reflect their own
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experiences, their own lives. As Thomas powerfully asserts, “we dark girls deserve more, because we
are more.”
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